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AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL WATCHING BRIEF TO
THE REAR OF THEJUDGES'LODGINGS,

LANCASTER

By lan Miller

The stability and long-term future of the property boundary wall to the rear of the Judges' Lodgings
in Lancaster has recently been subjected to scrutiny. As a result, in March 2000, the Lancashire
County Council Highways Laboratory excavated a small test pit to assess the depth of the wall
foundations and the nature of the subsoil deposits. The wall lies within the core area of Roman and
medieval Lancaster, and as important archaeological remains are believed to exist in the immediate
vicinity, the Lancaster University Archaeological Unit was commissioned to undertake a watching
brief during the excavation of the test pit.
The most significant of the potential archaeological remains in the immediate vicinity relate to the
sequence of Roman forts. The earliest auxiliary fort has traditionally been accredited to the
Govemorship of Agricola cAD79, although recent work has suggested that an earlier date,
associated with Cerialis during the early AD70s may be likely (Shotter 1996). The fort was
refurbished during cAD100 and again during the AD160s (Jones and Shotter 1988), with
modifications that included a possible enlargement and a transition to stone-revetted ramparts. The
eastern walls of both phases of the auxiliary fort have been projected across the vicinity of the test
pit, and the position of the fort's eastern gate some 30m to the north was established by rescue work
in the 1970s (ibid\. During the mid fourth century, the fort was reoriented and rebuilt, incorporating
a substantial circuit wall, known as the Wery Wall. The southern wall of this later fort, referred to
as the coastal fort, has similarly been projected to nrn across the area to the rear of the Judges'
Lodgings (ibid).
The test pit measured 0.86m square, and was excavated to a depth of 1.05m. At its base, three large
freestone blocks, forming the east face of a north to south aligned wall, were revealed. The
constituent stone blocks were in good general condition, and appeared to be in situ. The wall
survived to at least two courses in height, and whilst there was no evidence for a foundation cut, it
is most likely that more courses existed below the level of excavation. Constructed directly on top
of this wall were the remains of a feature that appeared to be associated with a relatively high
temperature process. It comprised two large, sub-rectangular stone slabs, placed vertically above the
underlying wall, and arranged perpendicular to each other so to form, potentially, the righfangled
corner of a structure. Associated with these stones was a distinctive material that comprised lumps
of heat-affected clay together with small fragments of bumt sandstone and charcoal flecking,
reminiscent of a collapsed kiln structure. The feature was butted by an horizon of homogeneous
sandy clay that contained occasional small stones but a conspicuous absence of artefacts.
Subsequent boring with a hand auger indicated this horizon to have a total depth of c0.9m, and that
it directly overlay the natural clay subsoil. The upper surface of the horizon had been disturbed by
the insertion of the extant boundary wall.
The exact nature of the remains revealed during this watching brief is difficult to characterise with
precision due to the small dimensions of the test pit, although certain conclusions may be drawn.
The wall at the base of the trench is clearly an early feature in stratigraphic terms, and the nature of
its constituents may suggest it to be of Roman date. Its location has the potential to coincide with
structural elements of the Roman auxiliary fort, and it is interesting to note that excavation of the
fort's southem defences, conducted during the 1970s, revealed a transition to stone-revetted
ramparts cAD100 (Jones and Shotter 1988). The homogeneity of the overlying soil horizon and the
absence of artefacts indicate that this material may have been deposited in a single event, and its
depth is very similar to that recorded for the rampart material identified during the 1970s
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excavation. This horizon and the wall may thus represent the revetted ramparts of the auxiliary fort.
Work conducted on Roman forts elsewhere in northem England has revealed examples of ovens
built into the internal face of the ramparts, as at Birdoswald (Wilmott 1997), and whilst there is no
evidence to demonstrate conclusively that the feature within the test pit fulfilled a similar function,
this serves as an interesting analogy.

The results of the watching brief have confirmed the presence of in situ archaeological deposits
existing to some depth, and whilst precise dating could not be established, they are likely to be
Roman in origin. It is hoped that further work to the boundary wall will permit the excavation of a
slightly larger area in the near future.
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EXCAVATION AT 39 CHURCH STREET,
IANCASTER - AN INTERIM REPORT

By Ian Miller

The significance of the archaeological remains along Church Street in Lancaster has been
highlighted as a result of the series of excavations at the site of the Mitchell's Brewery (Williams
and Newman 1989). In response to a condition applied to a planning application to build a
multiplex cinema on this site, a further programme of excavations was undertaken by the Lancaster
University Archaeological Unit in L999 (Miller 1999). This development also required the complete
demolition of the buildings occupying 37 and,39 Church Street. It was initially thought that these
buildings had been constructed with cellars and thus most, if not all, of the archaeology beneath
them would have been removed. During their demolition in March 2000, however, it became clear
that the area of cellaring beneath 39 Church Street was restricted to the rear of the property and that
substantial archaeological remains survived at the street frontage. After consultation with the
Lancashire County Archaeology Service and, on behalf of the developers, SOL Construction, a

mitigation programme was rapidly drawn up and the excavation of an area, measuring c11m by c7m
as close to the street frontage as was possible, was undertaken between April and June 2000.
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